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1: How Does a Young Person Get Involved In Politics? | HuffPost UK
Nov 15, Â· Whether Washington has you feeling impotent or energized, now's the time to start getting more politically
active. Here are ways you can elevate your activism.

The words fell out of my mouth. I was overcome, I was stunned, I was exhausted. I was speaking at the
General Election count for the Normanton, Pontefract and Castleford constituency. I looked over and saw,
tucked behind the press, my parents in the audience. I genuinely found myself thinking, how on earth could a
young, Northern lass from a non-political family find herself a Parliamentary candidate against a Labour
heavyweight? My experience had been so very different. So how does a young person make the step into
politics? You will have fun, you will make new friends and you will learn so much. It is what I did. Four years
ago I decided to get actively involved in politics. I joined the Conservative Party and used the contact email on
the Dewsbury Conservatives website to get in touch with my local Association. My local MP at the time was
Simon Reevell. I remember feeling a little nervous the first few times I met Simon. This was a highly
intelligent man in a position of authority. Until now, my friends had only ever been my own age with a similar
background. Suddenly, I found myself in a new world with people from all ages and backgrounds. However, I
soon learnt that my nerves were unnecessary. Simon was not someone who separated himself. He was just
another guy with an important job to do, a natural way with people and a sense of humour. He constantly
included me, taught me and looked after me. All MPs I have got to know have been the same. They are keen
to help young people who are trying to find their way in politics. I have never been short of people to turn to
for advice and opportunities. I did not expect anything to come of it. I could not have been more wrong. Matt
picked up on my energy and was keen to give me my next foot up the ladder. In January , I started my new job
as his Parliamentary Apprentice. Since I started working for Matt, he has constantly mentored me. Despite
being an incredibly busy Government Minister, if ever I need advice, he is there. Those already in politics love
it when young people get involved and are keen to help you. You do not have to know everything to get
involved. Being from a completely non-political family, I knew hardly anything when I got involved but I
have never been short of guidance from people who have become very good friends. I am not saying it is easy.
Like anything in life, in order to get somewhere you have to prove yourself a hard-worker and a committed
individual. When I first got involved, I turned up to every event I possibly could making sure people got to
know who I was. I worked my socks off and I still do and I will continue to do so. Politics is like anything
else. You get out of it what you put into it. There is no secret to making your way in politics. There is no age
barrier. There is just hard-work, determination and guts. The only barriers are the ones you convince yourself
are there, even though they are not. The only thing stopping yourself from getting involved, is you. People
often say it is so good to see the next generation of politicians getting involved. We are not the next
generation, we are the current generation. We do not have to wait until we are older to have our say. We can
and should do it now. Newsletters may offer personalized content or advertisements. Learn more Newsletter
Please enter a valid email address Thank you for signing up! You should receive an email to confirm your
subscription shortly. There was a problem processing your signup; please try again later.
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2: 9 Ways to Get Involved with Local Politics - The Everygirl
However, you can get involved at an even younger age: as soon as you get a driver's license. Once you have a form of
identification, you can use it to volunteer for a non-profit or help out with a political fundraiser.

Here is my story: I started developing a passion for helping others when I was 4 years old. I believed that the
best way to help others was through public service. People needed to step up to the plate to address deep
issues underlying those events, and I wanted to be a part of that. I started learning more about leaders of our
country, how our government was run, and the history of our country. I was especially fascinated by
presidents who fought against injustice. Eventually, my passion for history developed into a love for politics.
But, liking things and being able to do things are not the same. There was a problem with my ambitious goal
to help move this country forward: I had no idea how. I eventually came to the conclusion that the best place
to begin is to start networking. Making connections is so much bigger than that. Go out and meet candidates or
politicians who care about immigration reform, or email your member of Congress about a new education bill
that was introduced. These simple acts make creating connections easier. For example, Missouri state Rep.
Stacey Newman and I met on Twitter, later connected on Facebook, and now we are close friends who
co-direct a website together called ProgressWomen. Fun fact about the relationship between Rep. Yes, you
read that right. Networking is only the first step, and it must go beyond the first time you meet someone. First,
a note about business cards. But, if someone gives you their card, you should save the contact information and
stay in contact. Are they in session in the state legislature? Are they introducing any legislation? Also, can you
be of help in any way? Staying in the game also means getting out there. There are an endless number of
events you can attend. Go the next step by offering to volunteer and intern for campaigns or elected officials
you care about. These are ways to make even more connections. From tweeting to posting on Facebook, share
your experiences. Staying in the game and not giving up on the goals you set for yourself are important. You
have a voice, and you can make it heard. Once I realized that I was starting to meet a lot of people, I quickly
realized that other women were helping me get to where I am today. To do my part, I decided to create a
private networking group specifically aimed at connecting a couple hundred women I have met online who are
involved in politics. Not only that, I occasionally suggest other young women write articles for
ProgressWomen. As a young woman willing to change the world, I should assist other young women in
changing the world too. Basically, there is a cycle to getting involved in politics: When in doubt about
something, ask another trusted woman for advice. I, in turn, then give back to other women who come to me
for advice. And I hope they will do the same. Getting involved in politics is something you can do. Anything
is possible when you set your mind to it. There is nothing to be afraid of. I need you, we need you, and this
country needs you.
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3: Seven ways to get a career in politics | Guardian Careers | The Guardian
It is no secret that the presidential election left Americans more polarized than ever before. Between the contentious
campaigning, the relentless scrutiny of candidates, the circus of media coverage, and the debates over hacking and
emails, the process of voting for a new leader to represent.

My roommates are in the other room setting their fantasy football lineups. After seven long years, the
Obama-era has reached its final chapter. In , the United States of America will elect its 45th President and the
next chapter of American history will begin. But before you call my roommates a bunch of ignorant jocks, I
should tell you: Fantasy football is by no means a distraction for them. Plus it has the added value of paying
out cash. But they also do have a bad taste in their mouth when it comes to presidential elections. After all,
they saw what happened to Al Gore in Florida in , and that really left a stain. They view American politics as a
corrupt system controlled by big money, which serves the interests of big money, and functions this way with
or without their participation. In general, Millennials report feeling disconnected from American politics. No
wonder political science is a dying major. No wonder throughyear-old voting rates declined from over 50
percent in to just 38 percent in Take my roommates, for example. In other words, none of them have children
and none of them own real estate. This brings me to the most important point. They live in a world where
instant gratification is the expectation, where Tweets are often too long to read. The fact is, short attention
spans are characteristic of both Generation Y and Generation Z. Millennials and Post-Millennials are addicted
to ephemeral media and consume it whenever they get the chance. It seems abundantly clear that if we want
more young people to get involved in American politics, we first need to seriously reconsider the length of our
campaign seasons. As John Oliver joked, "I have no interest whatsoever in the election, at the start of
Companies like FanDuel and DraftKings are pros when it comes to enticing young people to get involved.
According to the Pew Research Center , more than half of all Americans think campaign seasons are too long.
Yet the campaigns continue to run longer. The length of these campaigns has created the need for candidates
to raise larger and larger sums of money. How else can they afford to finance such a long race? Do you have
information you want to share with HuffPost?
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Things are not so greatâ€”which makes it the perfect time to get involved in politics. As Republicans hold the majority in
the House of Representatives and the Senate, and control the White House.

Julia Dellitt Feature Image By: Otherwild It is no secret that the presidential election left Americans more
polarized than ever before. Between the contentious campaigning, the relentless scrutiny of candidates, the
circus of media coverage, and the debates over hacking and emails, the process of voting for a new leader to
represent our nation left many of us reeling. If something needs fixing, then lace up your shoes and do some
organizing. That stance, of course, was wildly privileged and naive of me â€” especially because it literally
takes about five minutes to learn who represents you as an elected official. Without minimizing the
importance of the presidential office itself, remember that state and local elected officials frequently function
as the people who make decisions regarding issues that affect our day-to-day lives. For example, your elected
officials should be focused on things like equal access to essential public services, fair governmental priorities
and policies, city hall policies, school district choices, and public health measures. And this is by no means a
comprehensive list! Knowing the names and faces of those behind local and state decisions positions you as a
more informed citizen, which allows you to better advocate for your needs as well as the needs of your
community. It also means you can vote more frequently, due to the nature of state and local elections, as well
as fill out all sections of the ballot every time a presidential election rolls around, instead of staring at them
blankly. Contact Your Leaders Once you know who your elected officials are, talk to them! Their job is to
listen to you, so reach out frequently and respectfully to voice your opinions. Not exactly sure what to say the
first time around? Not all offices function the same way, but if you request a response, the odds of your
comment moving past a general staffer to your Congresswoman or Congressman are higher. Attend Town
Hall Meetings Town hall meetings are notoriously under-attended, but they also happen to be a chance to
speak directly to your local legislators and even members of Congress. To find out when town hall meetings
are happening in your city, do a quick Google search or call your elected officials. Worried it might be boring
or pointless? Many of us are hungry for more political party options than what our current limited system
provides. Party affiliation is most commonly linked to who you voted for during primary elections; however, it
also impacts endorsements, affects recruitment of candidates, and influences selection of official election
delegates. In light of the upcoming inauguration, unprecedented protests are scheduled in Washington and
across the country to express dissent regarding the outcome of the election. Some argue that protesting
remains ineffective, but it depends on the subject of the protest as well as the manner of demonstration. And
whether you personally view protesting to be effective or not, know that every American has the individual
right to peacefully come together with others to express, promote, and defend ideas. This freedom of
association has proven to be a crucial civil liberty over the past several decades, and organizing or attending a
protest or march can be a useful way to show solidarity as an effective ally against forms of oppression.
Support takes shape in numerous ways: And last but definitely not least: Campaigns and nonprofits are always
looking for hands to help knock on doors and make phone calls, especially during an election season. Do Your
Research We live in an age where vast multitudes of information lay at our fingertips, and yet, fake news has
never been more prominent. This is due partly to human nature â€” and social media algorithms â€” which
tend to steer us toward information that reinforces what we already believe to be true. Fake news is real. It
means you need to do your research while remaining a critical thinker. If we truly want change as Americans,
if we seek a more inclusive society, if we strive to be a great country, then we should not be afraid to talk
about politics. Remaining silent only ensures our separateness, when we know, deep down, that we are
capable of finding common ground. Be brave enough to voice your opinion and compassionate enough to
realize yours is not the only one that matters. Run for Office Yourself The number of women in U. And
please, ignore the loud cries of people who insist women need to stay out of politics. Newsflash, women can
care about both! We are one nation; united we stand, divided we fall. The issues that cause us to cry,
complain, mourn, celebrate, and take action â€” they require us to communicate, compromise and most of all,
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care enough to get involved. How will you get involved in public service, local politics, or your community in
? What will you do, for the first or fiftieth time, to make your voice heard? The Everygirl is a nonpartisan
platform and we encourage our followers to participate in the democratic process guided by their personal
principles and beliefs.
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People get into local politics for reasons as varied as having a say in their community, trying to make a difference, or
wanting to change policies they don't agree with. Getting involved can initially seem daunting if you don't know where to
begin, but with research, volunteering, and using.

Contact Us A World of Activism: How You Can Get Involved The challenges of conflict and injustice in the
world can often seem overwhelming. Although many of us would like to take a greater part in promoting
positive change, it can be difficult to find good information and know how we can effectively contribute. That
is why the Cultures of Resistance Network decided to literally search the planet to find inspiring forms of
creative resistance. In doing so, we have forged bonds with a broad array of cutting-edge organizers who have
recommended meaningful ways that you can join in campaigns for peace and justice. To learn about our most
recent campaigns, check out our Urgent Action page. Many of the posts in that area profile groups that are
involved in current crises around the world. In our many years working with dozens of groups around the
globe, these are some of the most creative, lasting global justice campaigns we have come across. These
groups are working day in, day out to combat injustice and demand human rights around the world. Many of
them channel their activism through arts, providing opportunities for international activists to contribute
diverse talents. We can help put you in touch with any of these groups and can help brainstorm the best ways
for you to contribute. If you would like to get involved with a group we support that is not listed below, we
can help connect you with someone at that organization. Email us at campaigns [at] culturesofresistance. The
decades-old conflict in the Democratic Republic of the Congo DRC continues today, largely fueled by our
consumption of luxury electronic devices. With the ascent of the M23 rebel militia in , and ongoing battles
over resource-rich areas in the northeastern DRC, international attention to the issue has grown in recent years.
Their annual Congo Week campaign aims to raise international awareness by organizing coordinated
demonstrations around the world. The Cultures of Resistance Network and Friends of the Congo can help you
organize an event on your campus or in your community as part of the Breaking the Silence tour , an
outgrowth of Congo Week. We can provide program materials, offer access to engaging speakers, and lend
expert advice based on past experience. Click here to visit our issue page about the conflict in the Congo
which, at the bottom of the page, features more information on how to get involved. If you are moved by the
struggle against militarization and for democracy in Latin America, there are a number of serious ways to get
involved. Those willing to travel and to make an intensive six-month commitment can join in another vital
volunteer initiative: If you are particularly concerned about increasing violence against journalists and human
rights defenders in post-coup Honduras, the Friendship Office of the Americas offers similar accompaniment
opportunities in that country. Those who have made a commitment to serve in Latin America as accompaniers
to human rights activists have found it to be a life-changing experience. Donate to Expand Educational
Opportunities for the Excluded: Do you believe in the power of education to spur positive social change? The
Cultures of Resistance Network has identified some top-notch scholarship programs that are putting donations
to good use. Sima Samar founded the Gawharshad Institute of Higher Education , which provides affordable,
top-quality education to young women who are otherwise shut out of institutions of higher learning. Click here
to visit the CoR Network scholarships page and learn more about these outstanding programs. Use the Power
of Laughter in Areas of Conflict: If you are an entertainer who wants to use your powers of laughter to
improve the lives of those living in crisis situations, you can join with Clowns Without Borders in countries
around the world, including Haiti, Colombia, and Palestine. You can volunteer with other performers in
helping to address the psychosocial needs of people caught in conflict. Clowns Without Borders tours usually
involve groups of volunteers who perform comedy shows, magic tricks, and acrobatics, and who also teach
children how to perform some tricks of their own. Entertainers can get involved by traveling as part of a
performance group or can take part in planning awareness-raising events that educate people about the various
crises occurring daily around the world. Educate using History From Below: Whether you are a classroom
teacher, a student concerned about how your history class is being taught, a parent with children in the school
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system, or anyone else interested in affecting how young people learn US history, you can join in the effort to
promote "history from below. Those in the Washington D. Click here to learn more. Building on a landmark
victory in the Wiwa v. Shell case, EarthRights International is pursuing numerous international lawsuits to
challenge corporate abuses around the world. CCR continues its work with initiatives ranging from lawsuits
against private military contractors in Iraq to defending free speech worldwide. At CCR, current law students
can get first-hand experience in the international legal process through the Ella Baker Summer Internship
Program , providing direct assistance to attorneys working on these historic cases. High school and
undergraduate students can also apply for internships throughout the year. EarthRights International offers
internships for law students, as well as for graduate and undergraduate students at its US and Thailand offices.
Fight for Indigenous Rights in Brazil: Often cited as one of the most rapidly-developing nations on earth,
Brazil is also a focal point for battles over indigenous rights to land and water. These rights are consistently
threatened by major infrastructure and agriculture projects, as well as heavy industry carried out by large
national firms. CoR Network ally Amazon Watch also offers a number of resources for those wishing to take
action around indigenous rights in Brazil and other parts of the Amazon basin. Click here to learn more about
the battle for the Xingu. Use the Power of Poetry to Promote Peace: If you are a poet or an artist looking for
ways to join creative movements against armed conflict and oppression, there is no shortage of opportunities
for you to share your work and spead messages of peace. First founded in , this publication continues to accept
submissions from poets around the world. Additionally, there exist a number of major international forums
where socially and politically conscious poets can meet to read their work and draw inspiration from one
another. Raise Awareness about Contemporary Slavery: Although we think of slavery as a thing of the past,
the truth is that millions of men, women, and children remain enslaved throughout the world. Today, campus
activists are playing a key role in working to stop modern-day slavery, with recent campaigns focusing on
efforts in Uzbekistan, the Ivory Coast, Vietnam, and Sudan. If you are a student and would like to take a stand
on this issue, Anti-Slavery International provides step-by-step guidance on how to start an anti-slavery group
at your school or university. They can help you become a campus leader on this issue and assist you by
organizing speaking events featuring international activists or former victims of slavery. They can also plug
you into the national effort to lobby against slavery and link you with other campus groups that are a part of a
broader movement. If you are not a student, other opportunities exist. Anti-Slavery International offers
teachers a variety of materials, including lesson plans, classroom activities, and informational resources, to
assist you in accurately teaching the historical importance of slavery and why it is still relevant today. If you
are not in the classroom, Anti-Slavery International offers the tools to establish your own anti-slavery group
and can help you organize awareness-raising events in your local community. Spread Messages of Resistance
Through Art: Art can be an incredible tool for resistance. Whether through graffiti, handmade protest signs,
street theater, or political cartoons, art provides a creative means of publicly expressing discontent and
campaigning for change! Help Sustain the Rehabilitation of Child Soldiers: In many regions of the world, but
particularly in Africa, children as young as nine years of age are being forcefully recruited and made to fight
in armed conflicts, robbing them of their adolescence and leaving deep emotional scars even after the conflicts
have ended. You can make a personal impact by sponsoring the rescue and rehabilitation of a former child
soldier. Child Soldiers International has several recommendations of programs that help child soldiers recover
from their wounds. Beyond supporting an individual child, you can join Child Soldiers International on
Facebook and connect with others creating political pressure to end the use of child soldiers. Click here to
learn more about the campaign to end the use of child soldiers. Teach Capoeira in Refugee Camps: It is
believed that, in an attempt to remain ready for possible rebellions, slaves disguised African fighting
techniques as dance rituals. If you are a teacher, advanced student, or have other capoeira experience, please
contact us here or send us an email to discuss how you can get involved in reviving the artform as an active
expression of cultural resistance. Ultimately, while there are many ways for you to engage in international
solidarity across borders with groups doing great work for peace and justice, it is equally important to be an
engaged and positive force in your own community. Options for local action can be as diverse as planting a
garden , assisting the elderly, or getting in touch with local officialsâ€”by petitioning for bike lanes in your
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neighborhood, for example. The folks at Nelson Mandela International Day have compiled a list of ways that
you can become an educator, help the poor, look after the environment, and otherwise enrich your relationship
with your community. Click here for more ideas.
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If you really believe a particular cause, though, go beyond getting involved yourself and help others with similar
concerns get involved. That can translate into getting signatures on a petition, recruiting people to help you with a cause
and more.

The answer I give them is: This is simply not the case. The best way to get involved with your local party
organization is to get out there and get started: Go to Meetings The single best way to get to know your local
party leaders and candidates, as well as other activists, is to go to your town or county political committee
meetings. These meetings are usually open to any member of the party, and provide a great opportunity for
you to not only get to know other people in the party, but to learn about the issues facing your community as
well. Call your local party to find out the time and location of these meetings. Volunteer at Headquarters If
you want to stay on top of the latest campaign news, learn how to run a campaign, or are thinking about
running for office yourself, there is no better place to learn than at your local party headquarters. Keep your
eyes open, and learn all you can. Work on a Campaign There is nothing more exciting than working on a
campaign. More likely than not, the campaign will be glad to have you for whatever amount of time you can
spare. During the campaign, you will gain invaluable political experience and contacts, and get to participate
in the thrill of political campaigning. Volunteers do everything from planning events to going door-to-door
meeting the voters. Get your Friends and Family Involved Once you start to get involved in local politics,
encourage your friends and family to get involved too. By building your own organization of committed
activists, you can provide an invaluable service to the local party. Campaigns will know they can call on you
to quickly raise volunteers or hold events. This is an especially valuable tactic if you are planning to run for
office in the future. There are probably dozens of offices you can run for in your area â€” start off small and
work your way up. Think about running for party offices â€” such as Democratic or Republican
committeeman or committeewoman, as well as civic offices, such as judge of elections, school board, or town
council. Call party headquarters to ask what offices are up for election soon, and whether candidates are
needed for any of these races. Stay Informed As you volunteer, get involved, and run for office, make sure to
stay informed about local issues, as well as new political techniques and strategy. Read your local paper s and
regional magazines, and attend civic and town hall meetings. To receive the latest campaign tips by email,
make sure to sign up for the Local Victory Newsletter. If you truly want to get involved with local party
politics, the time to start is now. Pick out a few of the techniques outlines above, call your local party, and tell
them you want to help. Volunteer, organize, work a campaign or run for officeâ€¦ but whatever you do, start
today.
7: Get Involved | Institute of Politics | The University of Chicago
The most direct way to get involved in politics is to run for office yourself, but you don't have to go all-in to make a
difference. There are a wide range of opportunities to participate in the democratic process in a volunteer capacity.

8: Politics in the Workplace
get involved in politics and community organizing Lobby elected officials. Contact your elected officials, from the federal
to local level, to make them aware of the causes and liberties you want.

9: Politics How to Get Involved - and Why
If you truly want to get involved with local party politics, the time to start is now. Pick out a few of the techniques outlines
above, call your local party, and tell them you want to help. Volunteer, organize, work a campaign or run for office but
whatever you do, start today.
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